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• **Layout**

  - Main Steeping Filter Body
  - Shut-off Lever
  - Compression Seal

• **Features**

  - Innovative twist shut-off lever allows for simple steeping
  - Simple two-piece construction
  - Easy to assemble and disassemble
  - Ambidextrous design
  - Durable BPA free polypropylene
  - Dishwasher safe

• **Using the Twist Shut-off Lever**

  - Holding the orange lever handle horizontally, insert shut-off rod completely into the hole below the main gray handle.
  - Be certain to insert it completely to prevent damaging the tabs on the end when lever is turned.
  - To confirm that the shut-off rod is properly seated, rotate the orange handle vertically to lock it in place.
  - To remove the shut-off rod for cleaning, turn the orange lever horizontally and pull it out.

  ![Drip-through valve](Drip-through valve is closed)

  ![Drip-through valve](Drip-through valve is open)

• **Instructions**

  - Rotate orange lever handle 60° to the left or right to close the valve.
  - Turn the orange handle to the vertical position to open the valve.
- Place Smart Brew™ Steeping Filter onto server or mug into which the preheat water will be drained (be certain to use a vessel larger than 350 ml).
- Ensure that the orange lever is properly inserted and turned upright to open the drip-through valve.
- Place a basket style filter into the Smart Brew™ Steeping Filter.
- Rinse the paper filter with hot water.
- Allow preheat water to drain completely and dispose of it.

- Place the Smart Brew™ Steeping Filter on a level surface.
- Ensure that the orange lever is properly inserted and turned left or right (not upright) far enough to close the drip-through valve.
- Add 20 grams of coffee grounds.
- Pour 40 ml of hot water over the coffee grounds.

- Begin timer.
- Allow coffee to bloom for 20 seconds.
- Add an additional 300 ml of water.
- After 1 minute 15 seconds gently stir the coffee grounds.

- Place the Brewista Smart Brew™ Steeping Filter on mug or server (be certain to use a vessel larger than 350 ml).
- Hold on to the main gray body handle.

- At 2 minutes 30 seconds open the valve by rotating the orange handle vertically (it will lock into position).
- Allow all coffee to drain into the mug or server.
- Remove Smart Brew™ Steeping Filter.
- Enjoy perfect pour-over coffee, simply!